Post-treatment intellectual functioning in children treated for acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) with chemotherapy-only: a prospective, sibling-controlled study.
Intellectual functioning (verbal, performance and full-scale IQ) in 43 children treated for acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) with chemotherapy-only was evaluated in a nationwide, prospective, sibling-controlled study. Intellectual assessment was performed at diagnosis and repeated shortly after cessation of 2 years treatment, including intrathecal and systemic chemotherapy. Using hierarchical regression analysis, patients' and siblings' (n=27) scores were longitudinally analysed and compared to assess possible changes and differences over time. At both assessments, before and after treatment, the patients showed average scores on intelligence tests compared to population norms. Longitudinal analysis and cross-sectional comparisons revealed no significant differences between patients and controls. Young patients showed a small relative decline, albeit not significant, on performance-IQ compared to healthy siblings. Despite intensive and potentially neurotoxic treatment, no evident negative effects on intelligence were found. However, it cannot be precluded that younger patients are at risk for a small decline in PIQ.